
Role : Manager/ Sr. Manager- Mobile App Developer 
Department : Technology
Location : Mumbai

Job Description:

 Independent development of UI.
 Good understanding of design patterns and app coding standards.
 Extensive experience with Mobile Application Development (Native Android, iOS applications and cross-

platform applications)
 Should be able to develop competent mobile applications that adhere to industry standards.
 Experience with at least one Mobile Analytics platform or library.
 Excellent in designing responsive and material UI for mobile applications.
 Knowledge of publishing applications of app stores.
 Strong understanding of SDKs and libraries.
 Strong knowledge of TCP/IP stack.
 Experience with advertisement SDKs like AdMob, FAN Facebook audience network.
 Knowledge of developing applications that can connect/communicate with Bluetooth devices and other 

hardware.
 Should be able to conduct live integrations at the client’s end with the client application.
 Must be good with Git/other code repositories.
 Excellent knowledge of SDLC; ability to take a project from requirement gathering to the delivery of the 

project.
 Excellent knowledge of application testing frameworks.
 Experience in developing REST and SOAP APIs and should be comfortable working with XML, JSON etc.
 Proficient in technical and functional documentation.
 Vendor Management.
 Knowledge of VPN and accessibility on android phones w.r.t. different brands.
 Knowledge on DMP, SSP, DSP, IAB (big data management platform, supply-side platform, demand-side 

platform, interactive advertising bureau).

 Graduation / B. Tech with 6 to 8 years of relevant experience in mobile development
 Application Architecting
 Android, iOS and Cross-platform mobile development
 API Creation, 3rd party SDK integration and UI/UX Designing
 Angular JS, React JS, API Designing, GIT, GCP services, AWS: EMR, EC2 & S3 & JIRA
 Good understanding on UNIX/Shell commands, batch job creation in UNIX/Linux using shell scripts

Job Specification:


